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Diverse business experience in administration, sales, customer service, marketing
and management. Detail-oriented with problem solving, strong customer service 
skills.

FEBRUARY 2006 – JULY 2006
ASST. CAR PORTER - ABC CORPORATION

 Executed the paperwork necessary for the transfer of ownership for purchased 
motor vehicles and keeps inventories.

 Assisted with service write-ups and the tagging of customer cars and trucks.
 cleaned the interiors and exteriors of cars Clean the area around the service 

department and showroom.
 Cleaned and changed spark plugs or replaces windshields, wiper blades and 

arms.
 Picked up and delivers cars to customers, or giving rides to customers as 

needed.
 Repaired and changed tires clean the engines, bodies, and chassis of autos 

using high-pressure pump hoses and detergent solution.
 Replenished fluids for the battery, radiator, crankcase, transmission, and 

brakes.

2002 – 2006
CAR PORTER - ABC CORPORATION

 I was responsible for checking in inventory.
 Making sure there was no damage to the cars coming in.
 Parking the cars in the appropriate places.
 Also did the paperwork for the incoming cars.
 Skills Used I used my ability to learn things fast here to give myself more of a 

work load.
 Helped out with a lot of things while working here.
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your 

current role.

EDUCATION

License in Maryland - 1998(Thomas Stone High School - Waldorf, MD)
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SKILLS

CNA certified, Vital Signs, Customer Service.
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